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CHAPTER 1
From Groups to Leaders and Back
Exploring Mutual Predictability Between Social
Groups and Their Leaders
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∗ University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Department of Engineering, Italy
a Corresponding: francesco.solera@unimore.it
Abstract
Recently, social theories and empirical observations identified small groups and leaders as
the basic elements which shape the crowd. This leads to an intermediate level of abstraction
that is placed between the crowd as a flow of people, and the crowd as a collection of indi-
viduals. Consequently, automatic analysis of crowd in computer vision is also experiencing a
shift in focus from individuals to groups and from small groups to their leaders. In this chap-
ter, we present state of the art solutions to the groups and leaders detection problem, which
are able to account for physical factors as well as for sociological evidence observed over
short time windows. The presented algorithms are framed as structured learning problems
over the set of individual trajectories. However, the way trajectories are exploited to predict
the structure of the crowd is not fixed but rather learnt from recorded and annotated data,
enabling the method to adapt these concepts to different scenarios, densities, cultures and
other unobservable complexities. Additionally, we investigate the relation between leaders
and their groups and propose the first attempt to exploit leadership as prior knowledge for
group detection.
Keywords: group detection, leader identification, crowd analysis, structured learning, social
computer vision
Chapter points
• Survey of social theories of crowd, groups and leadership and respective compu-
tational approaches.
• Structured learning framework for automatic visual detection of groups and leaders
in crowd.
• Empirical experiments to delve deeper into the analysis of the mutual influence
between groups and their leaders.
© Elsevier Ltd.
All rights reserved. 1
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2 Group and Crowd Behavior for Computer Vision
«Crowd is a pathological
monster with no individual
consciusness»
LeBon (1908)
Group Mind
Latane’ (1979)
Social Loafing
«Individuality exists and tends
to minimal efforts»
Reicher (2007)
Social Identity and Deindividuation
«Crowd behavior is regulated by the in-
group rules and stereotypes»
DEBUNKING  CROWD WILL
Figure 1.1: Evolution of crowd theories from mass phenomena to groups formation.
1. Introduction
Understanding crowd dynamics has engaged many scientists in the past century from
different heterogeneous points of view, ranging from collective psychology to system
theory, involving sociology and computer vision as the main analytic tools. Crowd
phenomena are complex and alluring modern elephant men (Reicher [1]), because
their logic still escapes formal rules and contemporarily exposes fascinating chal-
lenges. Eventually the ambition is always to precisely characterize people behavior
in crowd, to predict and prevent potentially dangerous situations by means of either
synthetic simulation models or real time visual analysis. In his pioneering work on
crowd behavior, Gustave Le Bon [2] defined crowds as hidden and inherent threats
to society. In his writings Le Bon asserted that as members of a crowd, people tend
to display a loss of self-awareness and an increased inclination towards violence. Far
from this approach, the modern elaborated Social Identity Model [1] proposes a social-
normative conception of collective behavior based on members spontaneous transition
from an individual identity to a common and shared one among small subset of people,
also known as groups.
In accordance with recent theories, empirical observations [3] recognize groups as
the basic elements which the crowd is composed of, leading to an intermediate level of
abstraction that is placed between the crowd as a flow of people and its interpretation
as a collection of individuals, Figure 1.1. Identifying groups is consequently a manda-
tory step in order to grasp the complex social dynamics ruling collective behaviors in
crowds. Nevertheless, automatic group detection in video streams is definitely less
studied than pedestrian analysis or crowd flow motion estimation. One of the greater
challenges resides in the lack of a single, agreed, computational definition of a group,
formal definitions of the mechanisms which govern them and insights on the relations
arising among people during social gatherings. Conversely, there seems to be agree-
ment on the fact that not all the members of a group (and of a crowd, more generally)
undergo the same level of identity shift [2, 4, 5]. People who define the norms and
the values which then become shared among all the other members are recognized as
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(a) Le Bon’s theory (b) Freud’s theory (c) Tarde’s theory
Figure 1.2: Different interpretation of relationships between a leader and other mem-
bers in different crowd psychology theories.
leaders, thus identifying leaders is crucial in crowd management, emergency planning
and sociological analysis.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold:
• We aim to provide a learning framework that can be useful for the visual recogni-
tion of both groups and leaders. These problems are neatly casted into the same
structured learning framework [6, 7], and solved efficiently using Structural SVMs,
Sec. 3 and followings.
• We aim to discuss, starting from empirical evidence and original experiments, the
roles of leaders in forming and structuring a group and the mutual influence groups
and leaders have in their automatic visual detection, Sec. 6.
We hope such a discussion will bring benefit to the computer vision community by
raising awareness of the social mechanisms underpinning crowds and groups, and by
providing straightforward solutions to leaders and groups detection.
2. Modeling and Observing Groups and Their Leaders in
Literature
In this section we briefly survey past and recent sociological theories that have tried
to explain crowds’ behavior and their structure, as well as computational models em-
ployed by the computer vision community to automatically analyse crowd and related
events.
2.1. Sociological Perspective
Most of the research work has tried to tackle the crowd as an exclusively collective
phenomenon, where individuality and social groups do not exist. This recalls the
primitive Popular Mind Theory [2], where the crowd was defined as a “pathological
monster with no individual consciousness”. Accordingly, crowds have been modeled
by means of physical models (e.g. hydrodynamics [8]), neglecting the existence of sin-
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4 Group and Crowd Behavior for Computer Vision
gle individual purposes and goals. Conversely, many other studies have been inspired
by the ’70s Social Loafing Theory [9], which stated that individuality was a strong re-
quirement for the pursuit of personal goals. Helbing’s Social Force Model [10], which
asserts that anyone movements towards her goals are influenced by the surrounding
pedestrians, has also been the main building block for many crowd modeling and
analysis works. Recently, studies on pedestrians attending events have underlined that
most of the people tend to move in groups and social relations influence the way peo-
ple behave in crowds [11, 3], Figure 1.1. These empirical observations are supported
by Reicher in the recent Social Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects [12], which
assumes that crowd behavior is regulated by the social rules and behaviors groups
choose to adopt. Actual field observations of temporal gatherings by McPhail [13]
indicate that members are rarely violent, leaders provide direction through verbal and
reasonable interventions, and composing groups do not act in a capricious, unpre-
dictable fashion. These groups form, change, and disband, and the internal structures
and processes of the crowd and its groups are more similar than different.
If crowds can be understood by taking into account group processes, then their
leaders’ actions can be understood by taking into account leadership processes. Le Bon’s
leadership model [2], resembles the need of the crowd to place trust in someone able to
provide orientation and contribute to its overall stability. His leader is neither a found-
ing figure nor he is permanently established, see Figure 1.2(a). Instead, the crowd
formation is an emergent process that uses the leader as a stabilizer. While for Le Bon
the leader is an elected anonymous figure, in Freud’s Group Psychology [4] the leader
comes to play a constitutive role and every member of the crowd identifies the leader as
their “I”-ideal. With respect to Le Bon self-organizing and emergent notion of crowds,
Freud provides a highly centralized model of the social community, appreciable in Fig-
ure 1.2(b). The relation between the leader and the crowd is thus radically asymmetric
as the members are submitted under the leader; relations between crowd members are
secondary. Eventually, and to even a greater extent than Le Bon, Tarde [5] emphasizes
the self-referential emergence of crowd phenomena but characterizing the leader as
the “spark” behind the organizational patterns. Unlike Freud, Tarde was not interested
in the leader’s foundational role. Instead, he analyzes how the leader contributes to
the flow of imitation in a society and builds its theory assuming that every process of
imitation begins with asymmetry, as highlighted in Figure 1.2(c). Nevertheless, as in-
dividuals initiative converge with leadership, the leader’s identity may change without
altering the crowd and groups stability [13].
Due to lack of accepted theories on leader emergence in groups and following Mc-
Pahil’s on-the-field observations that crowd and groups share similar and hierarchical
formation and structuring processes, in the rest of this work we will borrow sociolog-
ical theories about crowd leaders and apply them to group leaders.
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From Groups to Leaders and Back 5
2.2. Computational Approaches
The computational modeling of pedestrian dynamics in crowd situations represents
a relatively recent but already established field of research with many different ap-
plication. Most models employ basic proxemic notions [14], like the tendency of
pedestrians to preserve a personal space around them whenever possible. However,
recent approaches take a more comprehensive viewpoint on proxemics, that also com-
prises the preference of an individual to stay close to other members that belong to
the same group [15, 16]. Sociological concepts such as F-formations by Kendon [17]
have been exploited as a foundation for an interesting line of research on group detec-
tion [18, 19]. F-formations can be interpreted as specific positional and orientational
patterns that people assume in order to be considered engaged in a social interaction.
Nevertheless, the theory holds only for stationary groups and is not defined for moving
groups, a case which cannot be ignored in crowd analysis. Differently, motion paths
are considered as the main feature by the most recent group detection approaches.
There are three approaches: In group-based approaches, groups are considered as
atomic entities in the scene and no higher level information can be extracted neatly,
typically due to high noise or high complexity of crowded scenes [20, 21, 22]. Up to
now, these models was confined to the detection problem and were not used to further
infer on groups paths and identities in time compared to the individual-group joint
approaches that combined the individual tracking while tracking groups at a coarser
level [23, 24]. Finally, individual-based approaches build up on single pedestrians tra-
jectories. This kind of approach is subjected to the challenge of tracking individuals
even in high density crowds and can be applied with significant limitations in real life
scenarios [25, 26, 27, 28].
While visual group detection has gained momentum in the computer vision com-
munity, leader identification is still an emerging topic. Pioneering works tackled the
problem of leadership identification as finding the group member that contribute the
most to the group proxemic formation. This line of work builds on the intuition that
leaders cover the central position inside the group [29, 30]. Despite being effective
there is still a lack of empirical evidence that the leader spatial centrality holds in-
dependently from the crowd type and its density and, as a matter of fact, this is
typically neglected in sociological literature. More complex approaches adhered to
Tarde’s referential model of leadership exploiting either Bayesian inference on causal
graph or ranking techniques in the feature space to establish the leader inside a group,
[31, 32, 33]. Referential models are up to now the most effective models of leader-
ship. Unluckily, most of the models solve the problem considering one group at the
time, and not exploring the mutual relations between members and leaders of differ-
ent groups. Conversely, in crowd psychology these inter-group relations have been
supposed in recent theories.
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6 Group and Crowd Behavior for Computer Vision
3. Technical Preliminaries and Structured Output Prediction
Many inference tasks related to crowd analysis are structured prediction tasks. Struc-
tured output prediction is the inference task related to a set of random variables whose
outcome is interdependent in complex but observable ways. Canonical examples of
such structured objects may include matrices, sequences or graphs, with applications
to image segmentation, natural language processing or bio-informatics, among others.
Structured prediction neatly applies to crowds because individual behavior is often-
times interlinked with the behavior of other people as well1.
This section introduces Structural Support Vector Machines (SSVM) [34], a dis-
criminative method for complex and structured output prediction. On top of the SSVM
learning framework, in Sec. 4 we develop algorithms to detect groups and their leaders
in social gatherings and crowded environments.
3.1. Problem Statement
Let us consider the input x ∈ X to be some representation of the crowd, possibly de-
scribing all unary, pairwise and higher order interaction terms. As an example, imag-
ine x could describe crowd members’ position, mutual distance, engagement and so
on. We want to learn a mapping from input x to output variable y ∈ Y(x) - possibly
describing each member social group (Sec. 4.1) or its role (Sec. 4.2) - based on a set of
samples D = {(xi, yi)}i=1...n drawn from a fixed but unknown distribution. Depending
on the task and on the input x, the output space Y(x) will have different sizes and
characterization.
A discriminant score function F : X ×Y → R is defined over the joint input-output
space, such that F(x, y) can be interpreted as measuring the compatibility of output
proposal y given a specific input x. Now, the prediction function f : X → Y can be
defined as:
f (x) = arg max
y∈Y(x)
F(x, y) (1.1)
where the maximizer over the label space Y(x) is the predicted label, i.e. the solu-
tion of the inference problem. For simplicity we choose to restrict the space of F to
linear functions over some combined feature representation Ψ(x, y) subject to a w-
parametrization, so that F(x, y) = wTΨ(x, y).
The problem of learning in structured and interdependent output spaces can been
formulated as a maximum-margin problem. We adopt the n-slack, margin-rescaling
1Here and in the rest of this work we will use the word behavior without implying any further sociological
claim. Eventually, to what extent behavior is really captured is up to the features extracted from the videos
and employed in the presented methods.
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From Groups to Leaders and Back 7
formulation:
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i : ξi ≥ 0,
∀i,∀y ∈ Y(xi)\yi : wTδΨi(y) ≥ ∆(y, yi) − ξi,
(1.2)
where δΨi(y)
def
= Ψ(xi, yi) − Ψ(xi, y), ξi are the slack variables introduced in order to
accommodate for margin violations, ∆(yi, y) is the loss function measuring distance
between two outputs and C is the regularization trade-off. Intuitively, we want to
maximize the margin and jointly guarantee that for a given input, every possible out-
put result is considered worst than the correct one by at least a margin of ∆(yi, y) − ξi,
where ∆(yi, y) is larger when the two predictions are known to be more different.
Note that both the feature map Ψ(x, y) and the loss function cannot be defined out of
the context of the problem, as it is the problem itself that specifies (i) given a partic-
ular input, the nature of the desired solution; and (ii) how to account for differences
in output objects. As a result, SSVM is more of a framework than an off-the-shelf
algorithm. Sec. 4 will introduce the feature map and the loss function for the tasks of
group detection and leader identification.
3.2. Stochastic Optimization
The quadratic program (QP) (1.2) introduces a constraint for every possible wrong
prediction of the n examples in the training set D, more precisely ∑ni=1(|Y(xi)| − 1).
Unfortunately, the number of possible solutions typically involved in combinatorial
objects, such as graphs, scales exponentially (or worse) with the size of the input,
making the optimization intractable.
In order to deal with this high number of constraints many approximation schemes
have been proposed, where cutting plane algorithms or subgradient methods (e.g. [35,
36]) are among the most common. In particular, if for each example we rearrange all
the constraints of QP (1.2) and focus on satisfying just the one requiring the highest
ξi, we can define the structured hinge-loss as the highest classification penalty for a
specific example:
H˜(xi)
def
= max
y∈Y
∆(yi, y) − wTδΨi(y). (1.3)
The computation of the structured hinge-loss for each element i of the training set
amounts to finding the most “violating” output y∗ for a given input xi and its correct
associated output yi. Eq. (1.3) suggests the violation resides in having simultaneously
a high loss and a high compatibility, which is a contradiction by definition. We are
i
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8 Group and Crowd Behavior for Computer Vision
now left with an unconstrained, non-smooth version of QP (1.2):
min
w
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n
n∑
i=1
max{0, H˜(xi)}. (1.4)
By disposing of a maximization oracle, i.e. a solver for Eq. (1.3), and a computed
solution y∗, subgradient methods can easily be applied to QP (1.4), being ∂wH˜(xi) =
−δΨi(y∗).
To exploit the domain separability of the constraints and limit the number of or-
acle calls needed to converge to the optimal solution, we choose to adopt a Block-
Coordinate version of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm (BCFW) [37], delineated in Alg. 1.
Algorithm 1 Block-Coordinate Frank-Wolfe Algorithm
1: Let w(0),w(0)i := 0 and l
(0), l(0)i := 0
2: for k ← 0 to nit do
3: Pick i at random in {1, . . . , n}
4: Solve y∗ ← argmaxy∈Y ∆(yi, y) − wTδΨi(y)
5: Let ws ← Cn δΨi(y∗) and ls := Cn ∆(yi, y∗)
6: Let γ ← (w
(k)
i −ws)Tw(k)+Cn (ls−l(k)i )
|w(k)i −ws‖2
and clip to [0, 1]
7: Update w(k+1)i ← (1 − γ)w(k)i + γws and l(k+1)i := (1 − γ)l(k)i + γls
8: Update w(k+1) ← w(k) + w(k+1)i − w(k)i and l(k+1) := l(k) + l(k+1)i − l(k)i
9: end for
The algorithm works by minimizing the objective function of Eq. (1.4) but re-
stricted to a single random example at each iteration. By calling the max oracle upon
the selected training sample (line 4) we obtain a new sub-optimal parameter set ws by
simple derivation (line 5). The best update is then found through a closed-form line
search (line 6), greatly reducing convergence time compared to other subgradient or
cutting plane methods.
4. The Tools of the Trade in Social and Structured Crowd Analysis
In this section we report and summarize authors’ approaches to group detection [6]
and leader identification [7] in crowds. Previous work has shown that the concept of
group and leader cannot be uniquely specified, but varies according to the crowdness,
the environment, the cultural habits and other factors that are difficult to detect and en-
code. As a consequence, learning seems an adequate paradigm to tackle social related
computer vision tasks. At the same time, the methods presented in the remainder of
this section have demonstrated good generalization ability, implying they can be ap-
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From Groups to Leaders and Back 9
plied off-the-shelf to scenarios similar to the ones used for training; otherwise a short
training stage might be required.
Learning is accomplished through Structural SVM, introduced in Sec. 3. In Secs. 4.1
and 4.2, we delineate the feature map and loss function for the tasks of group detection
and leader identification. Eventually, these methods will be the two key ingredients
employed in the investigation on the relationships between a leader behavior and the
behavior of the rest of the group.
4.1. Socially Constrained Structural Learning for Groups
Detection in Crowd
As previously described, modern crowd theories agree that collective behavior is the
result of the underlying interactions among small groups of individuals and individ-
uals (even if singletons are rarer in some kind of crowds than others). This is why
detecting groups of socially connected pedestrians (social groups) already is a central
topic in computer vision aided crowd analysis. Here we propose a solution for visually
detecting groups in low/medium density crowds under the hypothesis that the groups
can be visually discerned and people walking paths can be tracked up to some extent.
In order to design a computational model, we rely on Turner’s definition of groups
as two or more people interacting to reach a common goal and perceiving a shared
membership, based on both physical and social identity [1], and on a set of extracted
features grounded on this definition.
4.1.1. Task Formulation
We cast the group detection task as a clustering problem. Consider a set of pedestrian
M = {a, b, . . . } andY(M) as the set of all possible ways to partitionM. Defining y as a
subset of pedestrians (also referred to as group or cluster) inM, a generic set of subsets
y = {y1, y2, . . . } is a valid solution in Y(M) if the partitioning axioms are satisfied:
∀a ∈ M,∃!y ∈ Y(M) : a ∈ y and ∪y∈Y(M)y =M. There are two trivial partitioning
solutions: one where all the pedestrians are clustered as a single group (|y| = 1) and one
where each pedestrian belongs to different clusters (|y| = |M|). In the remained of this
section we call singletons those pedestrians whose cluster is composed by themselves
only, i.e. |y| = 1.
We propose to solve the crowd partitioning problem by employing the Correlation
Clustering (CC) [38]. The CC algorithm takes as input an affinity matrix W where, if
Wab > 0 (Wab < 0), elements a and b belong to the same (different) cluster with cer-
tainty |Wab|. The algorithm returns the partition y of a set of elementsM = {a, b, . . . }
so that the sum of the affinities between item pairs in the same clusters y is maximized:
CC = arg max
y∈Y(M)
∑
y∈y
∑
a,b∈y
Wabd . (1.5)
i
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10 Group and Crowd Behavior for Computer Vision
The pairwise elements affinity in W is w-parametrized as a weighted linear combina-
tion of a bounded dissimilarity measure and its complement:
Wabd = α
T (1 − d(a, b)) − βTd(a, b)
= −(α + β)Td(a, b)︸               ︷︷               ︸
from distance to correlation
+ αT1︸︷︷︸
threshold
. (1.6)
To be consistent with Turner’s definition of groups, we design the pairwise distance
between pedestrian a and b, d(a, b) as a vector of pairwise distances built upon dif-
ferent aspects that concur to unveil the presence of groups. In detail, we measure
the physical relation between pedestrian dph, their mutual influences in motion pat-
tern by causality and trajectories shape analysis, dca and dsh, and their simultaneous
convergence to peculiar zones in the scene dhe obtaining d(a, b) = [dph, dsh, dca, dhe].
For a deeper presentation and discussion about the employed features, please refer to
author’s previous work [6].
4.1.2. SSVM Adaptation to Group Detection
By tuning w = [α,β] parameters in Eq. (1.6) we can evaluate many different group-
ings. In order to efficiently learn those parameters according to different peculiarities
groups exhibit in different scenarios, we now introduce the feature map and a loss
function specifically designed for accurately measuring the compatibility among pos-
sible crowd partitions.
Following the definition of correlation clustering in Eq. (1.5) and its parametriza-
tion introduced in Eq. (1.6), the compatibility of an input-output pair of Eq. (1.1), and
thus the feature map Ψ(x, y) is directly described as:
F(x, y;w) = wTΨ(x, y) = wT
∑
y∈y
∑
a,b∈y
[1 − d(a, b),−d(a, b)]. (1.7)
Inference and Max Oracle
Solving Correlation Clustering exactly is known to be NP-hard and the problem is also
hard to approximate [39]. To deal with this complexity, we adopt a standard greedy
procedure [40] where, initially, all pedestrians have their own separate cluster and
then, iteratively, the two cluster with the highest correlation are merged. The procedure
stops when the best merge would decrease the overall correlation. A similar procedure
can be devised for the loss augmented problem of Eq. (1.3) where, at each iteration,
the two clusters to be merged are chosen according to both the correlation gain and
the score of the loss function. Of course by following a greedy procedure, there is
no guarantee to select the most violated constraint. Interestingly enough, Lacoste-
Julien et al. [37] show that all convergence results known for exact maximizer of
the loss augmented problem also hold for approximate maximizers by allowing the
i
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From Groups to Leaders and Back 11
algorithm to iterate longer. For further details, please refer to their work.
Loss Function
Due to efficiency constraints, the loss function ∆(yi, y) is usually required to decom-
pose with respect to the output. Nevertheless, the iterative nature of aforementioned
procedure allows for a more complex and problem-tailored choice. The proposed loss
function is based on the MITRE score [41]. This score is founded on the understanding
that connected components are sufficient to describe groups, inducing a linear amount
of positive links (a tree that connects people belonging to the same group) and negative
links (a tree that connects groups’ connected components). Nevertheless, by working
on links, the MITRE score fails to evaluate errors proportionally to the size of the
crowd as the number of singletons varies (since singletons have no links). To further
square the loss function to the group detection problem, for each pedestrian we add a
fake counterpart to which only singletons are connected. Through this shrewdness we
can now take into consideration singletons as well when computing the discrepancy
between two solutions.
More formally, consider two clustering solutions yi, y and a representative of their
respective spanning forests Q and R. The connected components of Q and R are identi-
fied respectively by the set of trees Q1,Q2, . . . and R1,R2, . . . . Note that if the number
of elements in Q j is |Q j|, then only c(Q j) def= |Q j| − 1 links are needed in order to cre-
ate a spanning tree. Let us define piR(Q j) as the partition of a tree Q j with respect to
the forest R, that is the set of subtrees obtained by considering only the membership
relations in Q j also found in R. Besides, if R partitions Q j in |piR(Q j)| subtrees then
v(Q j)
def
= |piR(Q j)| − 1 links are sufficient to restore the original tree. It follows that the
recall error for Q j can be computed as the number of missing links divided by the min-
imum number of links needed to create that spanning tree. Accounting for all trees Q j
the global recall measure of yi is:
R(yi) = 1 −
∑
j v(Q j)∑
j c(Q j)
=
∑
j |Q j| − |piR(Q j)|∑
j |Q j| − 1 (1.8)
The precision of yi (recall of y) can be computed by exchanging Q and R. Given
the definition of precision, recall and employing the standard F-score F1, the loss is
defined as
∆(yi, y) = 1 − 2R(yi)R(y)R(yi) + R(y) . (1.9)
4.2. Learning to Identify Group Leaders in Crowd
Once groups have been discovered, the crowd structure can be further investigated by
discerning its leaders. To underline the key role of leaders in crowd analysis, we quote
i
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12 Group and Crowd Behavior for Computer Vision
a famous case reported in Gustave Le Bon’s The Crowd [2]:
During the last strike of the Parisian omnibus employees the arrest of the
two leaders directing it was at once sufficient to bring it to an end.
By finding and disconnecting the leaders from the rest of the crowd, efficient contain-
ment can be accomplished. At the same time, an influential voice of non-violence in a
crowd can lead to a mass sit-in and a strong leader can take control of an emergency
situation, initiate movement and guide suitable crowd behavior avoiding panic [42].
Either way, leaders are key subjects to pay attention to when dealing with otherwise
unmanageable crowds. Yet, not every crowd qualifies to have a unique influential
leader. Many crowds are social gatherings and can be thought of as disconnected
groups sharing the same location because of their similar goals, like families in a
shopping mall. In such cases, each group has its own leader and it makes sense to
restrict the analysis to one group at the time by considering it a small crowd on its
own.
In this section, we investigate a computational model for the individuation of group
leaders in crowded scenes - and of crowd leaders in the case of one group only. We
deal with the lack of a formal definition of leadership by learning, in a supervised
fashion, a metric space based exclusively on people spatiotemporal information and
their partitioning into social groups.
4.2.1. Task Formulation
Leader identification amounts at finding the higher scored member for each group,
given some leadership scoring criteria. Learning in such a setting might be difficult
because evaluating results just by looking at the top scored element makes the objec-
tive non-smooth with respect to the input. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that leader
identification is lower bounded by leader ranking, where we care about predicting the
complete leadership hierarchy. Of course, correctly predicting the leadership hierarchy
will also predict the correct leader.
More formally, given as input a social group of size q, x = {a, b, . . . } ∈ M, we want
to predict their correct order y as a permutation of the first q natural numbers, among
all possible orderings of that set Y(x). The leader of x is the j-th member if y( j) = 1.
It is easy to see that the best ordering satisfies:
PR = arg max
y∈Y(x)
−R(x)Ty
= arg max
y∈Y(x)
−
(
(I − dM)−1 1 − d|x| 1
)T
y,
(1.10)
where R is a leadership scoring criteria, and –specifically to our case– the PageR-
ank [43]. When the damping factor d is in (0, 1) and M = (D−1G)T is a column
i
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From Groups to Leaders and Back 13
stochastic matrix, the PageRank has a unique solution. D is the outdegrees diagonal
matrix of the graph G = (x, f ). With a slight abuse of notation, G is also the graph ma-
trix such that Ga,b = f (a, b) where nodes (a, b) ∈ x are the group members and edges
f (a, b) encode the probability of b being a leader for a through the generic feature
f . We choose the PageRank algorithm because of its ability to take advantage of the
referential and asymmetric structure of the crowd model [5] to assess the importance
of each member.
To let different social aspect intervene in the final ranking, we learn how to combine
different contributions from different features. Unluckily, the non-linear nature of
PageRank does not allow us to learn how to combine features as edges of a the same
graph. Instead we need to compute different PageRanks, each of which works on one
graph with edges defined by a single feature, and then aggregate the ranks together.
Formally, we generalize R(x) to a linear combination of many PageRanks, each of
which is computed on a different feature:
R(x) =
∑
f
w f
(
(I − dM f )−1 1 − d|x| 1
)
︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
R f (x): PageRank on feature f
. (1.11)
The features employed in Eq. 1.11 are pairwise time-lagged features leveraging on
mutual position, relative speed, DTW. Eventually, member centrality and group size
are also considered. Details about the definition of these features can be found in
authors’ original work [7].
4.2.2. SSVM Adaptation to Leader Identification
During training, each feature is used to produce a separate ranking of the members of
the considered group and Structural SVM is employed to combine different features
contribution. In this section we introduce the feature map and the loss function re-
quired for this learning to take place.
In order to define the feature map Ψ(x, y), that is the compatibility of an input-output
pair, let R∗(x) = [R f1 ,R f2 , . . . ] be the column-wise concatenation different ranks com-
puted on the whole feature set. According to Eq. (1.10) and leveraging on the intro-
duced parameterization, we specify Eq. (1.1) as:
F(x, y;w) = wTΨ(x, y) = −wTR∗(x)Ty. (1.12)
Inference and Max Oracle
At test time, for each group, the algorithm returns a ranking of the members, among
which the highest will be predicted as the leader. By looking at Eq. (1.10), it is easy
to see that the ranking y maximizing the objective is the one representing the descend-
i
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14 Group and Crowd Behavior for Computer Vision
ing sort of R(x). As a result, inference turns out to be extremely quick even for large
groups. To extend the same inference procedure to the computation of the maximiza-
tion oracle of Eq. (1.3), we need a loss that decomposes with respect to the output
elements. Such a loss will be presented in the following paragraph.
Loss Function
The loss function ∆(y, yi) should evaluate discrepancies between two predictions. Less
obviously, the loss function is also a good place to store and employ prior knowledge.
This is because SSVM basically learns how to mimic the loss function by looking
merely at inputs (instead of outputs). In our case, the loss function should consider
(i) the overall ranking and, even more importantly, (ii) the leader position. One way
to handle these requirements is a sum of squared difference of predicted positions,
i.e. ∆(y, yi) = ‖yi − y‖2. This loss strongly penalizes members whose rank position is
predicted further from the true one. With such a loss, all errors are taken into account,
but the most costly ones involve members at the boundary of the ranking (firsts and
lasts positions) as they can be moved further from their original positions. Thereby, it
becomes crucial to be able to correctly predict these positions, while allowing some
level of mistakes in the central positions of the hierarchy, where even humans might
find the ranking task difficult.
Moreover, the proposed loss is linear w.r.t. the maximization argument y, and a
search for the most violating constraint can be accomplished as follows:
y∗i = arg maxy∈Y(xi)
‖yi − y‖2 − wTR∗(x)Ty
= arg max
y∈Y(xi)
−(2yi + R∗(x)w)Ty,
(1.13)
by noting that ‖yi‖2 = ‖y‖2 does not depend on the particular choice of y. Trough this
shrewdness, the maximization oracle can be efficiently computed as in Eq. (1.12).
5. Results on Visual localization of groups and leaders
For the group detection task, we selected two publicly available datasets, namely the
BIWI Walking Pedestrians dataset [44] and the Crowds-By-Examples (CBE) dataset [45].
The former dataset records two low crowded scenes, outside a university and at a bus
stop (eth and hotel). The CBE dataset records a medium density crowd outside
another university (student003, briefly stu003) providing different challenges:
the density of the pedestrians is significantly high and the presence of multiple entry
and exit points. While BIWI and CBE are standard datasets in crowd analysis, we also
use the more recent Vittorio Emanuele II Gallery (VEIIG) dataset [46].
Quantitative results of the SSVM approach, introduced in Sec 4.1.2, are given in
i
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hotel eth stu003 GVEII
∆GM
P 97.3 91.8 81.7 73.1
R 97.7 94.2 82.5 74.3
∆+PW
P 89.1 91.1 82.3 70.9
R 91.9 83.4 74.1 71.1
(a)
SSVM SVM
GVEII
groups 117 - 75 - 11
83.2 67.4
stu003
groups 87 - 20 - 8
82.3 78.3
(b)
Table 1.1: (a) Quantitative results for visual group detection in terms of precision
P and recall R computed according to ∆GM and ∆+PW respectively. (b) Quantitative
accuracy in leader identification.
Tab. 1.1, while visual results are depicted in Figure 1.3. To better appreciate the
results of Strucural SVM supervised clustering, we report accuracy in terms of both
G-MITRE ∆GM and the more intuitive pairwise loss ∆+PW [47], which accounts only
for positive (intra-group) relations. The slightly lower performances on the stu003
sequence are due to the higher complexity of the scene and higher density as well.
Leaders have been tested on a subset of the previous datasets, namely stu003
and GVEII. Sociologist manually provided leadership ground truth annotation. Vi-
sual examples of the datasets and the achieved results are shown in Figure 1.3. Both
stu003 and GVEII present mildly dense but highly group-structured crowds, char-
acterized by the high variability of groups’ size and motion patterns. In all scenarios
approx the 65% of groups are pairs but triplets and larger groups are present as well.
For testing purposes, we employed the ground truth trajectories and group annotation
as the input of the SSVM based algorithm of Sec. 4.2. The training of the SSVM
is performed independently on every video sequence on the first 20% of the groups.
Leader identification accuracy results are reported in terms of binary classification, see
Tab. 1.1. We also report an binary SVM baseline, where the leader in a group is the
member, among the properly labeled ones, with higher distance from the margin.
6. The Predictive Power of Leaders in Social Groups
Until now, we have taken a closing in look at the crowd, going from the whole set
of pedestrians to groups and from groups to leaders. In this section we start tackling
the reverse problem or, more formally, whether it is possible to recover groups just by
knowing their leaders. The final aim of this investigation is a better understanding of
the relationship between groups and their leaders, measured as the group detection per-
formance improvement when leaders are used as prior knowledge. Eventually, under
the proper investigative tools, we hope to shed some light onto these computationally
unexplored questions.
i
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(a) eth (b)hotel
(c) stu003 (d) GVEII
Figure 1.3: Visual results on the employed datasets. Groups are identified by the color
of the shape containing their members (first row) and leaders are marked with dots of
pertinent colors (bottom row).
6.1. Experimental Settings
Going from leaders to groups is a complex task, mainly due to (i) the non-invertible
nature of PageRank and (ii) the requirement that groups should be recovered simul-
taneously and not separately, as in the case of leaders. Considering leaders indepen-
dently would create inconsistent partitions, dependent on the order followed to visit
each leader. As a consequence it is important to approach the problem by considering
all leaders as input and by resulting, with global constraints, all respective groups. This
requirement, together with the iterative nature of PageRank, makes going from groups
to leader a non-invertible path. Figure 1.4 briefly captures the different approaches
and the local or global level at which they operate.
Building on the fact that the leaders-to-groups task can be seen as a group detection
problem with prior knowledge on the leaders, we propose to computationally tackle
it through clustering with seeds. As already stated in Sec. 4.1 Clustering is indeed
a proper choice for group detection. By following the same reasoning, we employ
both the same features used for groups detection and the same –already learnt– metric
i
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n n
n
CROWD GROUPS LEADERS
Figure 1.4: Scheme summarizing our different approaches in plate notation. Starting
from the crowd, our group detections algorithm retrieves n clusters (i.e. groups) si-
multaneously. Then for each group, and separately from the others, we identify its
leader. The last task, recover a group from its leader, can not be accomplished sep-
arately for each leader, but requires taking all the leaders and finding all the groups
simultaneously.
space. However, Correlation Clustering cannot be adopted because it doesn’t support
constraining on cluster seeds. In the rest of this section we experiment and validate
the k-medoids and the nearest neighbour (NN) clustering algorithms, where leaders
can play a role in the initialization step of the clustering. Moreover, as a guarantee for
experiments to be sound, we only consider groups with at least three members being
from this group size on that leaders can be properly identified.
6.2. Leader Centrality in Feature Space
We start by questioning whether a simple k-medoids approach, with cluster medoids
initialized on leaders, is able to recover the groups which generated those leaders.
The K-medoids partitions members trying to minimize the distance between points
labeled to be in a cluster and the medoid point of that cluster. In the case of distances
(euclidean or proxemics) on the ground plane, sociologists agree on that the leader
doesn’t necessarily have to be in the center of its group. We rephrase this question by
forcing k-medoids to use our learnt distance in the features space, from Sec. 4.1.
6.2.1. Group Recovery Guarantees
Finding the optimal partition of a multivariate set of data with more than two clus-
ters is known to be NP-hard. In practice, k-medoids is solved fast through Lloyds’
algorithm, which iteratively alternates between estimating clusters and their medoids.
Under strong hypothesis on the data, applying this iterative algorithm always yields
the correct results. Figure 1.5 depicts these hypothesis, better explored below.
Let us initialize a clustering seed for each leader. Since we assume we know the
leader, we end up having a leader for each unknown group. Now, define safe-zone for
each member as the region (in feature space) required by the cluster to avoid containing
i
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Figure 1.5: K-medoids requirements to guarantee a correct clustering. See text for
details.
other initializing seed. This space is a hypersphere in feature space and its radius is
determined by the distance of that member from the seed belonging to his group.
Moreover, define safe-zone for a group the overlap of all safe-zones from all members
of that group. Such safe-zones strongly depend on the initialization seeds.
In this setting, the correctness guarantee is data-dependent and not seed-dependent.
It is obtained by creating for every group the worst case safe-zone, that is a group safe-
zone where members contribute through the distances from their furthest member.
Note that the worst case safe-zone does not depend from the cluster seed but from
members mutual arrangement. Consequently, the correct cluster can be retrieved given
any member, not necessarily the leader. Moreover, if the leader is also the medoid of
its group, the clustering terminates in one iteration.
6.2.2. Validation and Results
Of course, it rarely happens that we can assure the worst case safe-zone to be empty.
In such cases, it is important to study how the group safe-zone changes with respect
to the initialization seed, i.e. the leader in our setting. As shown in Figure 1.5, a
central initialization yields a more homogeneous and averagely smaller group safe-
zone. Oppositely, having an initialization on the border of the cluster makes the safe-
zone much smaller in some parts as well as much larger in others. Ideally, a central
initialization is to be preferred.
In Tab. 1.2 we report results from group detection experiments when leaders were
used as initializing seeds for NN and k-medoids. To better understand these results, we
correlate them with the concept of leader centrality, defined as the one-complement
normalized distance between the leader and the group centroid. Intuitively, a more
central leader should favor a better group recovery. More formally, centrality is com-
i
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P R 1 − ∆GM
stu003 CC 0.8329 0.8227 0.8272
NN 0.8997 0.8708 0.8848
k-medoids 0.8434 0.82112 0.8319
GVEII CC 0.7752 0.7932 0.7834
NN 0.9601 0.9528 0.9563
k-medoids 0.8825 0.8690 0.8755
Table 1.2: Group detection results. Under Nearest Neighbour (NN) and k-medoids,
leaders are used as prior information. Conversely, Correlation Clustering reports re-
sults of the crowd-to-groups approach presented in Sec. 4.1. Precision and Recall are
computed as in Sec. 4.1.2. Having information on leaders always helps in discovering
groups, in particular when NN is used for the task.
puted as follow:
c(xl, xc) = 1 − ‖xl − xc‖maxm ‖xm − xc‖ , (1.14)
being xl and xc the leader and centroid position respectively, and xm the position of any
other member of that group. Figure 1.6, which depicts group detection correctness,
leader centrality and safe-zone violation, confirms that: (i) as long as no safe-zone
violation occurs, the leader can always recover its group and (ii) as the safe-zone is vi-
olated leader centrality in feature space starts to play a discriminant role. Interestingly,
from Tab. 1.2, we observe that having prior information on the leader always brings
improvements to group detection performance — particularly in the case of fixed seeds
(1 iteration k-medoids, equivalent to NN). While k-medoids can shift the clusters’ cen-
ter, moving leaders from their original groups to higher density zones of the crowd,
nearest neighbor preserves leader locality, thereby reaching higher scores. This exper-
imental evidence confirms that knowledge about leaders can boost significantly group
detection accuracy suggesting these problems should be jointly approached.
7. Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the problem of visually detecting groups and leaders in
crowd. We briefly introduced sociological insights to the group and leadership forma-
tion process. Moreover, we provided a single structural learning framework for auto-
matically solving these two problems independently. Nevertheless, by experimenting
the capability of a trivial clustering algorithm to correctly detect groups (when initial-
ized on leaders), it emerges the strong connection between leaders and groups. The
excellent performance of the nearest neighbour clustering seeded on leaders suggests
i
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Figure 1.6: Left column: the recall ability of k-medoids is tested on stu003 and
GVEII (larger dots mean higher recall). If the safe-zone is not violated, leader cen-
trality doesn’t influence the recall. As the violation increases, leader centrality plays
an important role. Right column: cumulative distribution of leader with centrality up
to a specific value. These figures are obtained by summing points on the scatter plot
on the left from bottom to top, always increasing the centrality threshold up to which
leaders are considered. Faster growing plots indicate more frequent leader centrality.
that, in the proper feature space, leaders positioning allows for group members to stay
closer to their leader than to the other ones. This empirical evidence calls for a joint
approach for simultaneously detecting both leaders and groups and we believe this
could be a successful future research direction.
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